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SUMMARY

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been widely applied in industrial applications especially since the
release of IEEE 802.15.4 standard. By participating in an automobile project in which an IEEE 802.15.4
based sensor and actuator network is deployed to measure and control the vibrations of an automotive
system, we need to study many metrics of IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks (e.g., packet delivery rate,latency
and energy consumption) under various sampling rates. In order to provide detailed modeling of hardware
and software as well as network behaviors on each sensor node, we conduct plenty of experiments on
a SystemC-based WSN simulator IDEA1 which supports the hardware and software co-simulation of
sensor nodes with certain flexibility of abstraction level. Compared with the existing works on performance
evaluation of IEEE 802.15.4 protocols, the main contributions of this paper are the comprehensive studies
of both beacon-enabled and nonbeacon-enabled modes under various parameter settings and the beacon
tracking synchronization mechanism in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard which is ignored in most previous works.
Additionally, the in-depth analysis of simulation results enables us to find the best parameter configurations
to different traffic loads and application requirements which can be used as general experiences for other
applications. Copyright c© 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our group has participated in an industrial project, Mechanics@Lyon [1], which is intended to
improve the internal comfort (reduce the vibration and noise) by identifying and integrating the
current intelligent control technologies in automotive systems. A wireless sensor and actuator
network is deployed on an automobile to measure and control the vibration. The sensor network
is composed of several nodes and a coordinator. The nodes periodically measure the accelerations
of their given positions by a piezoelectric sensor and transmit their sensor data to the coordinator,
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2 W. DU, ET AL.

which is a more powerful node in charge of collecting the sensor data from all nodes. Based on the
analysis of collected data, some control actions are executed by the actuator network.

In this industrial application, some preliminary designs based on the existing node hardware
platforms and network protocols shall be evaluated at first. We need to study many metrics of this
sensor network (e.g., packet delivery rate and latency) under various sampling rates and consider the
power consumption of sensor nodes since they are wireless communication modules with small size
to minimize the impact of measurement hardware on original automobile system. Wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) have been widely used in industrial automations [2] since the IEEE 802.15.4
standard has been released [3]. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of IEEE 802.15.4
protocols based on MICAz motes [4] through simulation since it is the most direct and efficient
method to perform this study compared with mathematical analysis or experimental testbeds.

Many general-purpose network simulators like NS-2 [5] and OMNeT++ [6] have been used in
WSN simulations. For example, a Petri-net based simulation model of a wireless mobile ad hoc
network is developed in [7]. The simulation model was implemented in terms of a class of extended
Petri nets to explicitly represent parallelism of events and processes in the WLAN as a distributed
system. Generally, the network simulators have the advantages of extensibility, heterogeneity
support and easy-to-use. However, the energy consumption estimation is usually based on some
simple assumptions, for example, the processor and Radio-frequency (RF) transceiver have the same
operating states. On the other hand, several Operating System (OS) emulators (e.g., TOSSIM [8])
and Instruction Set Simulators (ISS) (e.g., Avrora [9]) are developed to emulate the embedded
software execution on sensor nodes. They can provide a high timing accuracy of software execution
and thus energy consumption of protocols. However, they suffer from the scalability limitation and
are generally constrained to specific pre-defined hardware platforms or operating systems.

In order to support the hardware and software (HW/SW) co-simulation of sensor nodes with
certain flexibility of abstraction level, we use a SystemC-based WSN simulator named IDEA1
(hIerarchical DEsign plAtform for sensOr Networks Exploration) [10] in this study. It is a sensor
node simulator which allows rapid performance evaluation of WSN applications and protocols at
system-level. SystemC [11] is a System-Level Description Language (SLDL) which provides native
supports to model concurrency, structural hierarchy, interrupts and synchronization of embedded
systems. To the best of our knowledge, IDEA1 is the first SystemC-based WSN simulator validated
with experimental measurements and evaluated comprehensively with other simulators [10].

In this work, the sensor node hardware platform, MICAz, is modeled by SystemC in the IDEA1
simulation environment. Both the slotted CSMA-CA protocol in beacon-enabled mode and the
unslotted CSMA-CA protocol in nonbeacon-enabled mode are implemented and studied in the
aspects of packet delivery rate, latency, power consumption per node and energy consumption per
packet. Two synchronization mechanisms in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the beacon tracking and
non beacon tracking, are evaluated. The effect of various parameter settings, especially the beacon
order and the superframe order, are analyzed under different traffic loads. Compared to the pervious
works on performance evaluation of IEEE 802.15.4 [12–22], this paper has many unique features,
as summarized as follows.

• The evaluation is based on a novel simulation tool which supports hardware/software co-
simulation. Accurate energy consumption prediction based on exact models of hardware
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IEEE 802.15.4 SENSOR NETWORKS IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 3

components of sensor nodes is realized. It considers the current consumption of not only
each operation state of sensor nodes but also the transitions between different states.

• Besides the slotted CSMA-CA protocol in beacon-enabled mode and the unslotted CSMA-
CA protocol in nonbeacon-enabled mode, we also study the beacon tracking and non beacon
tracking synchronization mechanisms in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard which is ignored in most
previous works.

• This study is driven by a real industrial application about the measurement and control
of automobile vibrations. However, the common features of industrial application like
star topology and various traffic load are summarized and the simulation results are
comprehensively analyzed. The conclusions can thus be used in general applications with
the same star topology.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related works. We
briefly review IEEE 802.15.4 in Section 3. The implementation of IEEE 802.15.4 in IDEA1 and
the simulation configuration are presented in Section 4. The performances of IEEE 802.15.4 sensor
networks are evaluated under various traffic loads and parameter settings in Section 5. We conclude
this paper in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS

Since the first release of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard in 2003 and revised in 2006, many performance
evaluation works of this protocol have been published, including analytical studies [23] [24] and
simulations. Since the analytical studies normally are based on some assumptions and thus cannot
fully take into account all possible situations in reality, in this work, we focus on the performance
evaluation of IEEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks using simulations.

The first performance evaluation of IEEE 802.15.4 is presented in [12] and [13] based on an NS-
2 implementation model, while an energy model is later added in [14]. The performance of IEEE
802.15.4 has been compared with IEEE 802.15.4 in the aspects of packet delivery and latency. The
other performance of IEEE 802.15.4, like association efficiency, orphaning, collision avoidance and
GTS data transmissions have also been studied. These studies have been extended recently by many
works considering the effect of parameter settings and special applications.

The performance of IEEE 802.15.4 slotted CSMA-CA algorithm, including packet delivery
ratio, latency and energy consumption, is studied by NS-2 simulation in [15]. It also considers
the difference between tracking and non-tracking synchronization mechanisms. However, it is an
early work which based on a simple energy consumption model and did not take into account the
effect of different parameter settings. Petrova et al. [16] analyze the properties and performance
of IEEE 802.15.4 through measurement of the RSSI, PER. They also evaluate the performance of
IEEE 802.15.4 slotted CSMA-CA through NS-2 simulation based on the model in [12]. However,
only limited settings and metrics are considered.

Rohm et al. [17] analyze the effect of different configuration of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol
parameters on the performance of non-beacon mode operations under different traffic loads and
levels of interference from hidden terminals, especially with the metrics of packet loss probability
and latency. Chen et al. [18] evaluates the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 in industrial sensor
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4 W. DU, ET AL.

network applications, especially in the aspects of end-to-end latency and energy consumption.
They develop an implementation of IEEE 802.15.4 in OMNeT++ to investigate the effect of
parameters like beacon order and superframe order to different traffic loads on sensor networks
of star topology. We further improve this work by an more detailed energy model benefiting
from SystemC-based simulation with considerations of both hardware components and software
executions. Some preliminary results, especially the model development and energy consumption
modeling, have been presented in [25] [26]. In this paper, we also study the performance of beacon
tracking mechanisms and non-beacon mode with unslotted CSMA-CA algorithm.

Xia et al. [19] study IEEE 802.15.4 for cyber physical systems over wireless sensor and actuator
networks, especially considering the requirements on quality of service (QoS) characterized by
several metrics like data rate, packet loss rate and end-to-end delay. They also focus on a star
network with eight sensor nodes collecting data and transmitting them to a central sink node.
However, the energy consumption is not taken into account in this work which is one of the most
important factors in the design of IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks. The theoretical throughput and
delay bounds of the unslotted version of chirp spread spectrum PHY-based 802.15.4a is analyzed
in [27]. The performance of 802.15.4a and 802.15.4 is compared in terms of throughput and delay.
Nordin et al. [20] conduct simulations to study the beacon collision problems in the co-located
IEEE 802.15.4-based Networks where more than one wireless personal area networks are deployed.
A medium access control protocol is proposed in [28] based on framed slotted aloha for these
networks. Many metrics, such as probable packet sizes, energy consumptions, battery lifetime and
the success rate are studied by simulations.

Besides the industrial applications, IEEE 802.15.4 has also been used in many other fields, such
as Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) [21] and electrocardiogram monitoring [22]. The features
of low power consumption and data rate have made IEEE 802.15.4 being an active candidate
for these applications. In [29], the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 in u-healthcare applications is
analyzed through experiments. Additionally, simulation has been widely used in the performance
evaluation of other wireless protocols. For example, a model for WiMAX platform on OPNET has
been used to evaluate the adaptation at the physical layer of the transmission in WiMAX OFDMA
structure [30], and an IEEE 802.11 model on NS-2 has been developed in [31] with assumptive
physical parameters to evaluate the throughput performance of a novel MAC protocol. The system
performance of wireless sensor and actuator network to detect and extinguish a fire in a burning
wildland is analyzed through simulation in [32].

Compared with the above works, the main contributions of this paper are the comprehensive
studies of both beacon-enabled and nonbeacon-enabled modes as well as the beacon tracking
mechanism in IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks in many aspects of packet transmissions and the
evaluation of energy consumption by using detail power consumption profiling and SystemC-based
hardware/software co-simulation. Additionally, we provide in-depth analysis of simulation results
to find the best parameter configurations to different traffic loads in industrial applications.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IEEE 802.15.4 SENSOR NETWORKS IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 5

3. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF IEEE 802.15.4

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [3] specifies the PHY and MAC layers that are the basis for many upper
layer protocol standards (e.g., ZigBee [33]). It has been widely used in WSN application since it is
designed for low data rate, short distance, and low power consumption applications in conformity
with WSN constraints.

The MAC layer controls access to the radio channel using CSMA-CA mechanism. IEEE 802.15.4
MAC layer supports two operational modes: the nonbeacon-enabled mode with unslotted CSMA-
CA and the beacon-enabled mode with beacons periodically sent by the coordinator to synchronize
nodes and to delimit a superframe during which all transmissions must occur.

For the unslotted CSMA-CA algorithm, firstly, the number of backoff (NB) is initialized to 0.
Then the algorithm starts counting down a random number of backoff periods. A backoff period,
called aUnitBackoffPeriod, is equal to 20 symbols. One symbol is the transmission time of 4 bits,
which is 16 µs for a data rate of 250 kbps. When the timer expires, the algorithm performs channel
assessment. If the channel is idle, it starts transmitting; otherwise, NB is incremented. If NB does
not reach the maximum number of backoff (macMaxCSMABackoff), the algorithm goes back to
delay a random number of backoff periods again; otherwise, the channel access operation fails.

In slotted CSMA-CA algorithm, the operations of different sensor nodes are synchronized. The
backoff period boundaries of every sensor node shall be aligned with a superframe slot boundaries
of the coordinator. Beacon packets are transmitted periodically by the coordinator to describe the
superframe structure, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The typical structure of a superframe [3]

Beacon Interval (BI) defines the superframe length, which includes an active period and an
optional inactive period. Superframe Duration (SD) presents the length of active period. They are
determined by two parameters, Beacon Order (BO) and Superframe Order (SO).

BI = aBaseSuperframe · 2BO, 0 ≤ BO ≤ 14 (1)

SD = aBaseSuperframe · 2SO, 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14 (2)

The minimum duration of a superframe (aBaseSuperframeDuration) is fixed to 960 symbols
corresponding to 15.36 ms, assuming 250 kbps in the 2.4 GHz frequency band. The active portion
consists of two periods, namely contention access period (CAP) and contention free period (CFP).
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6 W. DU, ET AL.

During CAP, nodes use the slotted CSMA-CA algorithm to access the channel. During CFP, many
GTSs (up to 7) can be allocated, which allow the node to operate on the channel that is dedicated
exclusively to it. In [34], an GTS allocation mechanism in IEEE 802.15. 4 is proposed to achieve an
reasonable trade-off between energy and delay.

In the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, there are two synchronization mechanisms in the beacon-enabled
mode: beacon tracking and non beacon tracking (presented as noTracking mode). If tracking is
specified, the node shall attempt to acquire the beacon and keep tracking it by regular and timely
activation of its receiver. After the transmission, if it has no sensor data to send, it will go to sleep
mode, but will keep tracking the beacon packet. If tracking is not specified, the node shall attempt
to acquire the beacon only once it needs to send and terminate the tracking after the next beacon.

4. SIMULATION IN IDEA1

IDEA1 [10] [35] is developed in SystemC and C++. The sensor node is modeled in SystemC and
the interconnections among nodes are implemented in C++. IDEA1 includes a library that contains
many implementations of existing hardware platforms, such as ATMega128 microcontroller,
TI CC2420 transceiver and Microchip MRF24J40 transceiver. Both CC2420 and MRF24J40
implement IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and MAC protocol. The differences between these two chips are the
MAC layer implementation. MRF24J40 implements almost all MAC specifications of the standard;
however, some MAC functions need to be done by software. This feature impacts the energy
consumption of these two chips slightly. In this work, we analyze MICAz motes with ATMega128
microcontroller and TI CC2420 transceiver, since this mote is more widely used WSN applications.
Its main hardware component, CC2420, has also been used in many other hardware platforms, like
TelosB.

4.1. Architecture of IDEA1

IDEA1 is a component-based simulator. Each hardware component is modeled as an individual
module of SystemC. A typical model of sensor node is composed by four parts, i.e., sensor,
microcontroller, transceiver and battery. A more detailed illustration can be found in [10]. For
hardware modeling, sensor is simulated as a stimuli generator that is an interface specifying how
the physical parameters in the environment vary in spatial and temporal terms. The processing
unit converts the analog signal from the sensor module into digital format by a built-in Analog to
Digital Converter (ADC), processes the data and sends the packet to the RF transceiver via a Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus which is a standard communication type between microcontroller and
transceiver. The RF transceiver emits the packets in the network by different media access protocols.
Some connections are used by the RF transceiver to report interrupts (INT) to the processing unit,
such as a receipt of packet, Clear Channel Assessment (CCA), etc. The processing unit can also
wake up or reset the RF transceiver by two connections relatively. The processing unit and RF
transceiver are modeled as Finite State Machines (FSMs). During simulation, the state transition
traces of each component are recorded. Each state of the hardware components is associated with a
Current Consumption (CC) based on experimental measurements and their data sheets. The duration
and current consumption of each transition between two states are also identified. Based on this
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IEEE 802.15.4 SENSOR NETWORKS IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 7

information, the battery module calculates the energy consumption of each component and its
residual capacity according to particular battery models (e.g., linear model, discharge rate dependent
model and relaxation model [36]).

All sensor nodes are interconnected with each other through a network model which relays
messages from one node to others and models the radio signal propagation. Two propagation
models have been implemented in IDEA1. Other propagation models can be easily added. For
example, a new composite channel model is proposed for the performance analysis of shadowed
fading channels in [37]. The SystemC kernel acts as the simulation engine. It schedules the
execution of processes and updates the state of all modules at every simulation cycle. The simulation
of SystemC can be divided in three distinct major phases, includes elaboration, simulation and
postprocessing [38]. All the setting and control of these phases are implemented in a sc main
function, which is the start point of the SystemC simulation program. During the elaboration phase,
all the modules are initialized; the relative ports are connected by signals. After elaboration, the
simulation execution begins with a call of the sc start function. The simulation kernel will update
the values of all signals and invoke all the active processes at every simulation cycle. An active
process goes into the suspended state after it completes its operation or reaches a wait statement.
Once all the active processes are invoked, simulator time advances a simulation cycle. Because all
the active processes are invoked at the same simulator time, it creates an illusion of concurrency.
Finally, when the simulator time reaches the point that the application sets, the simulation stops and
all the objects are deleted.

4.2. IEEE 802.15.4 Implementation

For MICAz motes, the MAC layer specifications are implemented as software operations of
microcontroller since the transceiver of MICAz mote (TI CC2420) does not provide hardware
support of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer. The native support of hardware and software co-modeling
embedded systems by SystemC, such as primitives to model the concurrency, interrupts, structural
hierarchy and synchronization, enables us to easily model the HW/SW of sensor nodes within one
environment. In the implementation of IDEA1, if an interrupt occurs when the microcontroller is
at SENSING state, it will be ignored; however, when the microcontroller is at other states, the
microcontroller will stop what it is doing and handle the sensing interrupt immediately. It will
resume its task when the sensing operation finishes.

When the microcontroller is in TX state, the node (both microcontroller and RF transceiver)
needs to perform specific communication protocols in order to access channel and avoid collisions.
The protocols can be implemented either by RF transceiver with hardware or by microcontroller
with software. For MICAz, the MAC protocol has to be implemented by microcontroller and thus
the TX state of microcontroller is divided into many sub-states. When entering to TX state, the
microcontroller first backoffs a random duration and checks the channel. If the channel is free,
it will start transmitting. The backoff period boundaries should be aligned with the superframe
slot boundaries and the microcontroller should ensure that the transceiver commences all of its
transmissions on the boundary of a backoff period. One backoff period includes 20 symbols,
corresponding to 320 µs. For the unslotted CSMA-CA algorithm, nodes do not have to locate the
backoff boundary and the clear channel assessment needs to be performed only once.
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8 W. DU, ET AL.

Table I. Current consumptions of MICAz mote [39] [40]

Microcontroller (ATMEL ATMega128) Transceiver (TI CC2420)
PowerDown 0.3µA PowerDown 17µA
PowerSaving 8.9µA IDLE 426µA
IDLE 4mA RX 18.8mA
Active 9mA TX(0dBm) 17.4mA

TX(-5dBm) 13.9mA
TX(-10dBm) 11.2mA
TX(-25dBm) 8.5mA
PowerDown -> IDLE 426µA(1ms)
IDLE -> RX 18.8mA(192µs)
IDLE -> TX 6.7mA(192µs)

4.3. Energy Consumption Estimation

In IDEA1, each state of the main hardware components of sensor nodes is associated with a
current load. The duration and current consumption of each transition between two states are
also identified. During the simulation, the states of these components are updated according to
software execution and network events. Based on this information, the battery module calculates
the energy consumptions of each component as well as the network lifetime during runtime. In
this work, a linear battery model is used. The current consumptions of the main operation modes
of the hardware components of MICAz are summarized according to the data sheets of their main
hardware components [39] [40], as presented in Table I.

IDEA1 also provides a graphical user interface to facilitate users to configure system, control
simulation and analyze results. It is useful for debugging the energy consumption. There are
three kinds of simulation output in IDEA1, including simulation log, event sequence tracing file
and statistic results calculated during simulation. The simulation log is used to debug the model
implementations and show the network behaviors. During the simulation is running, the states of
every hardware components and the variables are updated continually. Depending on the event
sequence tracing, we can also verify the timing accuracy at cycle accurate level.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of using IEEE 802.15.4 in our industrial application.
As introduced in Section 1, a sensor network of eight nodes and one coordinator are deployed on
a vehicle. Since every node can reach the coordinator through single hop radio transmission, the
network forms a star topology. Nodes send sensor data (one byte) to the coordinator periodically
by using different protocols in IEEE 802.15.4. The TX power of transceiver is set to 0 dBm. Nodes
go to SLEEP mode after the transmission finishes. They are woken up by a built-in timer. It is
clocked by an external oscillator so as to continue to run during the sleep mode of microcontroller
and generate an interrupt on overflow.

Many cases with various configurations of parameters (mainly BO and SO) and different
sample rates have been studied. Other parameters of the CSMA-CA algorithms (e.g., macMinBE,
macMaxCSMABackoffs, macMaxFrameRetries, etc.) are set to the values defined by default in the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Each simulation includes 10000 samples, for example, an application last
10000s if the sample rate is 1. Each case is simulated 100 times with random seeds for the random
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IEEE 802.15.4 SENSOR NETWORKS IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 9

function of the backoff slot number. Four metrics are used to evaluate the network performance.
They are defined as follows.

• Packet Delivery Rate (PDR): PDR is the ratio of the number of packets successfully received
by coordinator to the number of generated packets.

• Average Latency (AL): Latency of a sensor data is the duration from the sensor data read by
a node to the packet received by the coordinator. AL is an average latency of all packets that
successfully received by the coordinator.

• Average Power Consumption (APC): APC is utilized to measure the average power
consumption per node which is a basic parameter to predict the lifetime of a sensor node
and the network.

• Energy Consumption per Packet (ECPkt): ECPkt is the average energy consumed for
successfully transmitting one packet.

5.1. Slotted CSMA-CA with Fixed SO and Various BO

To investigate the impact of different combination BO and SO, BO is set to 0, 1 and 2 respectively
and SO is set to 0 for all simulations.

5.1.1. Packet Delivery Rate The simulation results of packet delivery rate are presented in Fig. 2,
where Tracking presents the simulations of beacon tracking mechanism and noTracking refers
to the simulations without beacon tracking mechanism. Firstly, we explain the change tendency
of notracking mode to traffic loads. Finally, we study the difference between the notracking and
tracking modes.
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Figure 2. Packet delivery rate of slotted CSMA-CA with fixed SO and various BO

Effect of traffic load. In the light traffic load area on the left side of Fig. 2, PDR remains stable. In
these cases, the sample interval is long enough for every node to accomplish its transmission before
the next sensor data is received. As the sample rate increases, the number of sensor data need to be
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10 W. DU, ET AL.

sent per unit time augments and PDR begins to decrease due to the increase of packet collisions. A
single communications failure occurs when a device transaction fails to reach the coordinator, i.e.,
channel access failure after macMaxCSMABackoffs attempts or an acknowledgment is not received
after macMaxFrameRetries attempts. PDR with bigger BO begins to decrease first, because SO is
the same and a bigger BO means that one sample interval includes less number of active portions.

Effect of beacon tracking. The average absolute deviation of PDR between the tracking and
notracking modes is less than 0.1% which is the simulation error. The two modes should have the
same PDR, since the only difference between them is whether to track the beacon during the period
after a transmission and before a new sample cycle and transmissions are not impacted.

5.1.2. Average Latency Fig. 3 presents the results of latency. The average absolute deviation of AL
between the tracking and notracking modes is 2.4%.
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Figure 3. Latency of slotted CSMA-CA with fixed SO and various BO

Effect of traffic load. The system of both tracking and notracking modes goes through 3 different
stages, i.e., lightly loaded, heavily loaded and saturated. The tendency in change of latency of both
modes are the same. During the lightly loaded stage, AL remains stable because the transmissions
between two adjacent sample intervals do not overlap; the network utilization is almost the same for
different sample intervals.

When the system is heavily loaded, it is transiting to be saturated. AL increases if B0 is not
equal to SO; on the contrary, it decreases slightly if B0 is 0. In this transition period, some nodes
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IEEE 802.15.4 SENSOR NETWORKS IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS11

can not complete their transmissions before the next sample interval begins and the last one or two
nodes transmitting during the overlapping period of two sample intervals have to compete with other
seven or six nodes for channel usage. If these last transmissions succeed, they will be longer than
the case there were no overlapping between two sample intervals and AL will increase compared
with the lightly loaded stage; if they fail, they will not be considered in the calculation of latency
and AL will decrease. In addition, the new sensor data of the last one or two nodes will be delayed
for transmitting, which extends AL. For the case that BO is 0, there is no inactive portion in the
superframe; thus the delay of new sensor data transmissions and the extension of old sensor data
transmissions are smaller than the loss of failed transmissions of old sensor data, as a result, AL
decreases. However when BO is 1 and 2, each superframe comprises an inactive portion, especially
in case that BO is 2, the length of superframe is 61.44 ms which includes an inactive portion of
46.08 ms; thus the delay of new sensor data transmissions and the extension of old sensor data
transmissions are larger than the loss of failed transmissions of old sensor data.

As the sample rate continues to increase, the system becomes completely saturated. In these
cases, all nodes always have pending sensor data to be sent and they compete for channel usage
during the active portion of every superframe. If a node gets two new sensor data before the end of
a transmission, only the last sensor data will be sent and first ones are discarded. The delay of new
sensor data transmissions is small; therefore, AL decreases.

The AL of a bigger BO is larger than a smaller BO, because SO is set to 0. If some nodes can
not transmit their sensor data in one active portion of a superframe, they have to wait at least one
inactive portion to resume their transmissions. A bigger BO causes a longer inactive portion for
waiting.

Effect of beacon tracking. The ALs of notracking mode are a little bigger than those of tracking
mode, which is caused by the timing cost of resynchronization. With notracking mode, nodes go
to sleep mode after a transmission if they have no data to send. They wake up some time later
and performs a new sensing operation. They need to be resynchronized with the coordinator before
transmitting the new sensor data. The microcontroller wakes the transceiver up to acquire a beacon
packet. During the transition from sleep to active mode of transceiver, the coordinator may be
transmitting a beacon packet. The nodes will miss this beacon packet and they have to listen the
channel for almost one superframe duration to receive the next beacon. This resynchronization
process can be observed in the example of simulation log presented in Listing. 1.

Listing 1: Log fragment of noTracking mode

Node 0 : wakes up t o r e a d s e n s o r d a t a a t 8598154 us .
Node 0 : r e a d s a new s e n s o r d a t a ( 2 4 8 ) a t 8600066 us .
Node 0 : wakes i t s t r a n s c e i v e r up a t 8600066 us .
T r a n s c e i v e r 8 : t r a n s m i t s a beacon a t 8601600 us
Proxy 8 : b e g i n s e m i t t i n g p a c k e t a t 8601792 us .
Proxy 8 : c o m p l e t e s e m i t t i n g p a c k e t a t 8602336 us .
T r a n s c e i v e r 0 : i s woken up a t 8602066 us
Node 0 : t r a n s m i t s t h e d a t a t o t h e t r a n s c e i v e r ( NR= 0 ) wi th d a t a = 248 a t

8602066 us
T r a n s c e i v e r 0 : s t a r t s t o t r a c k beacon a t 8602066 us
T r a n s c e i v e r 0 : r e c e i v e s a TX p a c k e t from m i c r o c o n t r o l l e r a t 8602446 us .
T r a n s c e i v e r 8 : t r a n s m i t s a beacon a t 8663040 us
Proxy 8 : b e g i n s e m i t t i n g p a c k e t a t 8663232 us .
Proxy 8 : c o m p l e t e s e m i t t i n g p a c k e t a t 8663776 us .
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T r a n s c e i v e r 0 : r e c e i v e s a beacon p a c k e t and s t a r t s t o t r a n s m i t t h e TX p a c k e t a t
8663776 us

In the example shown in Listing. 1, Transceiver8 belongs to the coordinator and BO is set to 2,
corresponding to 61.44 ms superframe. With the notracking mode, the nodes have to wake up their
transceivers after reading a new sensor data; however, during the wakeup transition of transceiver,
the coordinator has transmitted a beacon packet at 860.16 ms. The nodes have to listen to the channel
and receive a beacon packet after one superframe duration at 866.3776 ms. If the tracking mode is
used, this resynchronization will not occur. The transceiver uses a built-in timer to count for the
superframe length and wake up automatically before the transmission of beacon packet. Listing. 2
illustrates the simulation log of the same scenario in the tracking mode.

Listing 2: Log fragment of tracking mode

Node 0 : wakes up t o r e a d s e n s o r d a t a a t 8598154 us .
T r a n s c e i v e r 0 : wakes up t o t r a c k beacon a t 8599600 us .
Node 0 : r e a d s a new s e n s o r d a t a ( 2 4 8 ) a t 8600066 us .
T r a n s c e i v e r 0 : s t a r t s t o t r a c k beacon a t 8601600 us
Node 0 : s t a r t s t o t r a n s m i t t h e d a t a t o t h e t r a n s c e i v e r ( NR= 0 ) wi th d a t a = 248

a t 8601600 us
T r a n s c e i v e r 8 : t r a n s m i t s a beacon a t 8601600 us
Proxy 8 : b e g i n s e m i t t i n g r a d i o p a c k e t a t 8601792 us .
T r a n s c e i v e r 0 : r e c e i v e s a TX p a c k e t from m i c r o c o n t r o l l e r a t 8601986 us .
Proxy 8 : c o m p l e t e s e m i t t i n g p a c k e t a t 8602336 us .
T r a n s c e i v e r 0 : r e c e i v e s a beacon p a c k e t and s t a r t s t o t r a n s m i t t h e TX p a c k e t a t

8602336 us

The beacon packet at 860.16 ms was received by the synchronized transceivers which are woken
up for tracking beacon automatically by a built-in timer. Therefore, the latency of notraking mode
is larger than tracking mode.

Note that the timing cost of resynchronization of the noTracking mode, compared to the tracking
mode, only happens when a transmission of beacon packet occurs during the wakeup transition of
transceiver. If there is no beacon packet transmission during the wakeup transition of transceiver,
the latency results of notracking and tracking modes are the same; however, the power consumption
of these two modes is still different. After reading a sensor data, the nodes of tracking mode can
go to sleep again and wake up before the transmission of beacon packet, because they know the
information of superframe. On the contrary, the nodes of notracking mode have to listen the channel
until the receipt of a beacon packet.

5.1.3. Average Power Consumption Fig. 4 demonstrates the simulation results of average power
consumption.

Effect of traffic load. During the lightly loaded stage, the APCs of notracking mode increase as
the sample rate augments. In these cases, the nodes go to sleep mode after the transmission and wake
up when the next sample interval begins, so the energy spent during one sample interval for different
sample rate are almost the same. The difference of energy consumption between two sample rates
is the length of sleep mode. Therefore, the APCs increases as the sample interval decreases. In
addition, the APC of a bigger BO is higher than that of a smaller BO, because the energy cost of
resynchronization of notracking mode for a bigger BO is more heavy. In these cases, after reading
a new sensor data, the microcontroller turns on the transceiver to listen for a beacon. The listening
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Figure 4. Power consumption of slotted CSMA-CA with fixed SO and various BO

period is the cost of resynchronization which can be observed in Listing. 1. The transceiver of
Node0 is woken up at 8602066 µs which is 60974 µs before the beacon packet transmission. The
transceiver has to listen to the channel during this time. The listening period may last long if the
length of superframe is big. Finally, APC is tending towards stability when the system is saturated.
The microcontroller keeps in active mode and the transceiver goes to sleep mode during the inactive
portion of a superframe and turn to active when active portion begins.

As the sample rate increases, APCs augments, because more sensor data need to be sent. For a
same sample rate, the power consumption of a smaller BO is larger than a bigger BO, since a smaller
BO means more beacons received and shorter inactive portion of a superframe.

During the lightly loaded stage, APCs augments slowly. In these cases, most of the time, the nodes
are in sleep mode. When the system is heavily loaded transiting to be saturated, sharp increase of
APCs can be observed. During this period, the power consumptions of transmissions account for the
main part of the whole power consumption. When the system becomes completely saturated, APCs
become steady which are the largest power consumptions per node. The nodes are always in active
mode during the active portion of a superframe. Because there is no inactive portion when BO is 0,
its power consumptions are bigger than others.

Effect of beacon tracking. The APCs of notracking mode are smaller than tracking mode during
the lightly loaded stage, because one sample interval consists of too many superframes and the
tracking mode spends too much energy for useless beacon tracking. When the system is heavily
loaded, the APCs of notracking mode are much bigger than tracking mode. During this period, the
cost of resynchronization of notracking mode is much bigger than the useless beacon tracking of
tracking mode since one sample interval consists of a few of superframes. When the system becomes
completely saturated, the two modes have the same behaviors and the APCs become steady.

5.1.4. Energy Consumption per Packet Fig. 5 illustrates the simulation results of energy
consumption per packet.
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Figure 5. Energy consumption per packet of slotted CSMA-CA with fixed SO and various BO

Effect of traffic load. During the lightly loaded stage, ECPkt decreases as the sample rate
increases and the smallest BO consumes the most energy for a fixed sample rate. In these cases, the
average number of packets transmitted during one sample interval is the same for different sample
rates, which can be proved by the constant PDRs in Fig. 2; ECPkt is therefore less if the sample
interval is shorter. For a fixed sample rate, a smaller BO consumes more energy since one sample
interval includes more superframes and the nodes have to wake up to track the beacon packet at the
beginning of each superframe.

The smallest ECPkt occurs when PDR begins to decline, where the system begins to transit to be
saturated. In this case, every node can accomplish its transmission before new sensor data arrives,
but the interval between the last node turns to sleep and the next sensor data arrives is very short, so
the nodes spend the least energy in sleep mode. As the sample rate continues to increase, the ECPkt
augments due to the transmission overlap of two sample intervals and the increase of collisions.
The energy consumption per packet with bigger BO begins to increase first because the number of
superframes per sample interval is less for a larger BO.

When the system is saturated, ECPkt remains constant and the smallest BO consumes the
least energy. In these cases, nodes are always having pending sensor data to send. The number
of successfully transmitted packets per superframe is almost the same; therefore ECPkt remains
constant for the same BO. In addition, for a fixed sample rate, because one superframe includes a
longer inactive portion if BO is larger, its ECPkt is higher.

Effect of beacon tracking. During the lightly loaded stage, the ECPkts of notracking mode
remain constant, because the energy spent during one sample interval for different sample rate are
almost the same and the numbers of successfully transmitted packet during one sample interval for
different sample rates are same. While the system is heavily loaded, ECPkt begins to decrease
because the cost of resynchronization declines. Finally, ECPkt is tending to stability when the
system is saturated.
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When the sample rate is small (0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2.5 for BO set to 1), the ECPkts of notracking
mode are smaller than the tracking mode, because the useless beacon tracking consumes much
energy. At the end of lightly loaded stage and the entire transition stage, the ECPkts of notracking
mode are higher than the tracking mode, since the resynchronization of notracking mode consumes
much energy. When the system is saturated, the ECPkts of notracking and tracking mode are the
same. In these cases, the system behaviors of the two modes are the same.

5.1.5. Overall Analysis Based on the above analysis, we can find a best parameter setting for
different sample rates. If the sample rate is small, the notracking mode with BO set to 0 consumes
the least energy for transmitting one packet and provides the shortest AL with the best PDR. When
the sample rate is 25, the tracking mode with BO set to 0 performs better than any other settings. If
the sample rate is larger than 25, for this application with 8 nodes and 1 coordinator, the performance
of these two modes are the same. In this period, the contention-based CSMA-CA algorithm cannot
guarantee a PDR higher than 95% and BO should be set to 0 in order to provide biggest PDR with
shortest AL and smallest ECPkts; however, these advantages are obtained by sustaining a big power
consumption which results a short lifetime of sensor nodes and the network.

The beacon-enabled mode without beacon tracking and with SO set to 0 has successfully solved
the useless beacon tracking problem. The ECPkts and APCs become smaller when the sample rate
is smaller. However, it still has a problem that the ALs of a larger BO are much longer than a smaller
BO, which is caused by the waiting in the inactive portion of a superframe because SO is set too
small and some transmissions can not be finished in one superframe. Therefore, in next section, the
same simulations will be re-executed with SO set to the same value with BO.

5.2. Slotted CSMA-CA with Equal SO and BO

In the last section, SO is fixed to 0 and variable BO results different duty cycle in a superframe. In this
section, the application is implemented by using the beacon-enabled slotted CSMA-CA algorithm
without beacon tracking and with a SO that is equal to BO; the inactive portion of the superframe is
thus 0. The unfinished transmissions do not have to wait a long inactive portion for resuming. The
simulation results are presented in Fig. 6 to Fig. 9.

In order to facilitate the comparisons, the simulation results of beacon-enabled mode without
beacon tracking and with SO set 0 are also illustrated in Fig. 6 to Fig. 9. Two improvements have
been obtained if SO is set to the same value with BO. They are presented as follows.

• PDR: PDRs with BO set to 1 and 2 are increased when the sample rate is larger than the
start point of the stage of transition to be saturated. Because SO is equal to BO, the nodes
have more time to transmit the sensor data and the start point of the system heavily loaded is
deferred.

• AL: Latency diminishes, since the inactive portion of a superframe is set to 0 and the nodes
do not have to wait a long time for resume their transmissions in a new superframe. During
the lightly loaded stage, the ALs of a larger BO are larger than a smaller BO. In these cases,
the nodes are in sleep mode if they have no sensor data to be sent. They will be woken up by
a built-in timer if they need to read a sensor data. In the beacon-enabled mode, the nodes can
only transmit the new sensor data after they successfully receive a beacon packet. We name
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Figure 6. Packet delivery rate of slotted CSMA-CA with SO equal to BO
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Figure 7. Latency of slotted CSMA-CA with SO equal to BO

this kind of delay of latency is the cost of resynchronization. A sensor data may wait for a
longer time to be sent if BO is bigger. When the system is heavily loaded, the ALs become
small. As the system becomes completely saturated, the ALs of a larger BO are shorter than a
smaller BO as a result of less receiving of beacon.
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Figure 8. Power consumption of slotted CSMA-CA with SO equal to BO
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Figure 9. Energy consumption per packet of slotted CSMA-CA with SO equal to BO

5.3. Unslotted CSMA-CA

The cost of resynchronization is an intrinsic drawback of beacon-enable mode; in this section, the
performance of nonbeacon-enabled mode with unslotted CSMA-CA algorithm is thus evaluated.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 10 to Fig. 13.

The simulation results of beacon-enabled mode without beacon tracking and with SO set 0 are also
illustrated in Fig. 10 to Fig. 13. Without the cost of resynchronization, the nonbeacon-enabled mode
provides smaller ALs than beacon-enabled mode; in addition, the ECPkts and APCs of nonbeacon-
enabled mode are smaller if the system is not saturated. However, the PDRs of nonbeacon-enabled
mode are smaller than beacon-enabled mode. Because the transmissions of nonbeacon-enabled
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Figure 10. Packet delivery rate of unslotted CSMA-CA in nonbeacon-enabed mode
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Figure 11. Latency of unslotted CSMA-CA in nonbeacon-enabed mode

mode are not aligned with the backoff period boundary and CW is set to 0, the number of collisions
is increased. When the system is saturated, the ECPkts of nonbeacon-enabled mode are higher due
to its smaller PDRs.

5.4. Summary of all Simulation Results

Based on the above simulations and analysis, we find the following conclusions which are useful to
the configurations of IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks in industrial applications.

• The nonbeacon-enabled mode can provide better performance in the aspects of latency and
energy consumptions than beacon-enabled mode, but with a smaller PDR.
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Figure 12. Power consumption of unslotted CSMA-CA in nonbeacon-enabed mode
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Figure 13. Energy consumption per packet of unslotted CSMA-CA in nonbeacon-enabed mode

• The beacon-enabled mode offers a higher PDR; it has nevertheless one intrinsic cost of
resynchronization which increases the latency and power consumption.

• If the sample rate is small and the system is lightly loaded, the nodes spend too much for
many useless beacon receipts if tracking is specified; thus notracking mode should be used.
In order to minimize the impact of the resynchronization cost, BO is set to 0.

• During the period that the system is heavily loaded, if SO is set to the values of BO, the start
point of the transition can be deferred. In addition, the beacon-enabled mode with beacon
tracking can support a better ECPkt.
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• When the system is completely saturated, the PDRs of the CSMA-CA algorithms are less than
50% and a larger BO with SO set to the same value can provide a better performance in the
aspects of both latency and energy consumption.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 sensor network in industrial
applications. To provide high accurate modeling of software execution and wireless sensor hardware
platform, IDEA1 is used as the simulator which is based on the hardware and software co-simulation
of SystemC. The simulation results of IDEA1 are convincing since it considers many details
of hardware and software executions in simulation and is validated by testbed experiments. The
widely-used hardware platform, MICAz, is modeled by SystemC in IDEA1. IEEE 802.15.4 PHY
and MAC protocols are implemented in IDEA1 with relative energy consumption parameters. The
main functions of the MAC layer in this standard are studied based on the PHY settings. Both
the slotted CSMA-CA protocol in beacon-enabled mode and the unslotted CSMA-CA protocol
in nonbeacon-enabled mode are analyzed in the aspects of packet delivery rate, latency, power
consumption per node and energy consumption per packet. Two synchronization mechanisms in the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the beacon tracking and non beacon tracking, are implemented. The effect
of various parameter settings, especially the beacon order and the superframe order, are analyzed
under different traffic loads. Different combinations of these settings offer various performance in
aspects of packet delivery and energy consumption. For instance, the beacon-enabled mode offers
a higher PDR; the nonbeacon-enabled mode can provide better latency and energy consumptions
since it does not need resynchronization. Through the extensive simulations in this work, proper
settings of transmission mode and parameters are found for different application requirements and
traffic loads. Although the object of this work is to evaluate the feasibility of using IEEE 802.15.4
protocols in our project about the measurement and control of automobile vibrations and noise,
since no specific parameter of this application is used in the study, the simulation results of various
configurations and the analysis conclusion can be used in any networks with the same star topology
which is a common network structure in industrial applications.
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